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CALCULATING  YOUR  NUMEROLOGY  CHART

Introduction

I had always been fascinated by numerology. My father had a couple of books about
it way back when, and I used to flip through them as a child. But it wasn't until about
8 years ago that I really got into studying numerology.  

Looking at how the numbers in my own numerology chart made so much sense for
me, I started experimenting more with it. On my family, my friends, on as many
people as I could. Each time, it proved to be accurate, and each time, I learned more
about its application into our lives.  

Our lives are filled with numbers; from our phone numbers, our addresses, car
license plates, social security numbers, credit cards, and so on. Numbers are
pervasive in this world we live in, and we need numbers to keep our lives in order. 

Numbers also have energies. Every number has a distinctive energy of its own that
plays a part in influencing the world around us. 

Many of us define ourselves by our names and birthdays, so it shouldn't come as a
surprise that the numbers in our birthdays, and even our names - once you realize
they can be calculated too - would give us a glimpse into our personalities and who
we are as people. 

My aim for this course is to help you calculate and understand the numerology chart,
and learn more about how the numbers affect your life and your personality. It is by
no means a comprehensive course, there is too much to learn that can be covered
here, but I hope and I believe that this will be enough to get you started on this
incredible journey of falling in love with the numbers and all that they can do for you. 

Thank you for taking this journey with me. Good luck, and enjoy! 

MynasMoon.com Hazellie Wong ©2018

All my love,

~Hazellie
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Anatomy of a Numerology Chart 
A basic numerology chart is made out of six numbers, but occasionally, depending on the person’s 
name(s), and the numbers in the chart, a full numerology chart could consist of up to seven or 
more numbers.  

Out of the six numbers in a basic numerology chart, three are calculated based on the birthday, 
and another three are calculated from the name. The additional numbers in a chart depends on 
each individual’s chart. 

We will discuss each of the numbers in turn.  

 

The Birthday Numbers 
The following numbers are calculated from the birthday numbers. Your birthday never changes, 
so these numbers are fixed and will never change throughout your lifetime.  

In cases where the numbers in a person’s numerology chart causes a lot of conflicting numbers, 
and since the birthday numbers cannot be changed, it is generally recommended for the person 
to use a name variation, alias, or nickname that will be a better match to the energies of the 
birthday numbers.  

• Life Path Number – the most important number in the numerology chart. It is the life 
purpose and the energies you need to manifest in order to feel fulfilled. 

• Birth Day Number – the number that represents your natural talents and abilities. 
• Attitude Number – expresses the first impression other people see of you.  

 

The Name Numbers 
The following numbers are calculated from the individual’s name. These numbers can be changed 
as and when the name being used is changed. This includes nicknames, pet names, pseudonyms, 
married names, and other aliases.  

• Soul Number – the second most important number in the numerology chart, it is the 
energies your soul needs to manifest in order to fulfill your personal and spiritual needs.  

• Personality Number – this is the face you show the world and how you want others to 
see you.  

• Power Name Number – the most important number in your name, represents the 
strength of your name and is the additional lessons you will experience in your life.  
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The Birth Name Number 
The following number is calculated from the name given on the birth certificate, which is the first 
official name, and will never change throughout the lifetime, no matter how many names, aliases, 
or even legally changed names used throughout life.  

• Destiny Number – holds the same position as the Power Name Number but represents 
the birth certificate name, and these energies will never change throughout the lifetime.  

The Destiny Number only applies to your chart if the current name used is different from the 
given name on the birth certificate.  

 

The Intensity Number(s) 
Another number to take note of in the numerology chart is the Intensity Number. Some charts 
may not have Intensity Numbers, some may only have one, and there are some that may have 
up to three Intensity Numbers.  

• Intensity Number(s) – these are numbers that repeat in your chart. If you have two or 
more of the same numbers, the energy of those numbers intensify and become more 
dominant in your chart.  

The Life Path Number and Soul Number are the two most dominant numbers in any numerology 
chart. However, if there is an Intensity Number present, the energy of that number may become 
more dominant than the Life Path Number or Soul Number energies.  

When analyzing a numerology chart, it is important to look at all the numbers in the chart as a 
whole. The meanings and the energies of the numbers never change, no matter where they are 
in a chart, and no matter how many times they occur. However, the position and frequency of 
the numbers do affect how the energies manifest and interact with each other and the other 
numbers in the chart.  
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Calculating the Birthday Numbers 
 

Calculating the Birthday Numbers is relatively easy. Using the formula chart below, we add the 
relevant numbers in the birthday together, and then reduce them until they become a single 
digit.  

 

Formulas for calculating the birthday numbers 

Life Path Number Birth day + birth month + birth year 

Birth Day Number Birth day number 

Attitude Number Birth day + birth month 
 

For example, Elizabeth Jones’ birthday is the 16th of May, 1995.  

The following chart below illustrates how to calculate her birthday numbers for her numerology 
chart.  

 

Elizabeth Jones’ numerology calculations 

Life Path Number Birth day + birth month + birth 
year 

16 + 5 + 1995 = 2016 
(2+0+1+6) = 9 

Birth Day Number Birth day number 16 (1+6) = 7 

Attitude Number Birth day + birth month 16 + 5 = 21 (2+1) = 3 

 

It’s pretty straightforward in the case of the birthday numbers; all we do is add the numbers that 
are already there, and then reduce them until there’s only a single digit left.  
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Calculating the Name Numbers 
 

Calculating the Name Numbers is a little more complicated, but once you understand how the 
numbers are assigned to each letter of the alphabet, it becomes really easy.  

Here’s how it works; the letters are assigned according to sequence from the numbers 1 to 9, 
and then back to the number 1 again:  

The Pythagorean Number System 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A B C D E F G H I 

J K L M N O P Q R 

S T U V W X Y Z  

 

Following the formula charts below, we are able to calculate an individual’s name numbers: 

Formulas for calculating the name numbers 

Soul Number Sum of vowels in name 

Personality Number Sum of consonants in name 

Power Name Number Vowels + consonants in name 
 

We calculate the Destiny Number the same way we calculate the Power Name Number, only 
using the given name on the birth certificate.  

Formulas for calculating the name numbers 

Destiny Number Vowels + consonants of birth 
certificate name 
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Y as both a vowel and a consonant 
 

One thing to note when calculating names, is that the letter Y may be calculated as either a vowel 
or a consonant depending on its position and function in a name.  

For examples; 

Y is a vowel in the following names: 

WYNSTON, YVONNE, TERRY, BETTY, EVELYN, EMILY, LILY, SKYLAR, BROOKLYN, KENNEDY, 
MADELYN, LYDIA, GWENYTH, JORDYN, DYLAN, KYLE 

 

Y is a consonant in the following names: 

HAYLEY, JEFFREY, AALIYAH, YANNI, AUDREY, PEYTON, RILEY, ARYA, TAYLOR, MAYA, MYA, ZOEY, 
WYATT, RYAN, SAWYER, BENTLEY, RAYMOND, YUSOF 

 

A good rule of thumb is to see if there is a vowel of either side of the letter “y”. If there is no 
vowel on either side – WYNSTON, JORDYN, EMILY, then the “y” is a vowel. If there is a vowel on 
either side – HAYLEY, RAYMOND, YUSOF, then the “y is a consonant. 

Some names may have multiple “y’s”, for examples; SYDNEY, or HAYDYN.  

In the case of SYDNEY, the first “y” – SYDNEY – is a vowel, and the second “y” – SYDNEY – is a 
consonant. 

For HAYDYN, the opposite is true. The first “y” – HAYDYN – is a consonant, and the second “y” – 
HAYDYN – is a vowel.  
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Let’s use Elizabeth Jones as our example again: 

Elizabeth Jones’ numerology calculations 

Soul Number Sum of vowels in name ELIZABETH JONES 
5 9  1   5       6    5 

5+9+1+5+6+5 = 31 
(3+1) = 4 

Personality 
Number 

Sum of consonants in 
name 

ELIZABETH JONES 
  3 8  2   28 1   5  1 

3+8+2+2+8+1+5+1 = 30 
(3+0) = 3 

Power Name 
Number 

Vowels + consonants in 
name  4 + 3 = 7 

 

From the calculations above, this is the full numerology chart for Elizabeth Jones: 

 

Life Path Number 9 

Birth Day Number 7 

Attitude Number 3 

-  

Soul Number 4 

Personality Number 3 

Power Name Number 7 

-  

Destiny Number - 

Intensity Number(s) 3 & 7 

 

As you can see, there are two number 7s, and two number 3s in Elizabeth’s chart. This means 
that there are two Intensity Numbers in her chart, the numbers 3 and 7, making their energies 
manifest stronger than they normally would. We will look at how that works later in this course.  
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Number Meanings 
 
Now that you know how to calculate a basic numerology chart and how each of the positions in 
the chart tend to manifest, we will look at the energies and meanings of the numbers, and how 
to apply the number meanings below to anyone’s numerology chart. 

 

Number 1 – The Leader 
Keywords: leadership, independence, pioneer, self-motivated, perfectionists 

The Number 1s are leaders. They are ambitious, self-motivated, and independent. They are 
usually the great pioneers; the innovators of new ideas, systems, projects, and inventions. They 
are unique individuals and have a need to take charge and be in the spotlight. They also tend to 
be lonely as they put themselves in positions of power and find it difficult to connect with others 
on an equal footing. They tend to be perfectionists and can be harsh on themselves when they 
make mistakes.  

 

Number 2 – The Peacemaker 
Keywords: connection, balance, loving, supportive, intuitive, sensitive 

The Number 2s are peacemakers. They do not like conflict and just want everyone to get along. 
They want to love and be loved. They are intuitive and sensitive, and enjoy matchmaking and 
connecting people, bringing people together. Balance and cooperation is a constant theme for 
the number 2s. One of the challenges for the number 2s is putting themselves first and setting 
boundaries. They can sometimes get too caught up in other people’s problems and let 
themselves be taken advantage of.  

 

Number 3 – The Communicator 
Keywords: expressive, entertainers, humorous, friendly, creative 

The Number 3s enjoy communicating and expressing themselves. They are enthusiastic and 
optimistic people and are usually the entertainers and performers in social groups. They have a 
great sense of humor and enjoy making people laugh. They are also one of the most creative 
energies in numerology. Their energy are infectious and they enjoy making everyone around 
them happy. However, they can be prone to drama, and if they are unhappy, everyone around 
them is sure to know it too.  
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Number 4 – The Worker  
Keywords: hardworking, methodical, planning, education, practical, security 

The Number 4s are one of the most hardworking energies in numerology, along with the number 
8s. They are loyal and dedicated, practical and down-to-earth. Safety and security are very 
important to them so they are usually the breadwinners and providers of the family. They make 
the best planners, managers, real estate agents, architects, and anything dealing with land 
investment and construction businesses. Facts and figures are their strengths, and they quickly 
become experts in areas they are interested in. 

 

Number 5 – The Adventurer 
Keywords: freedom, adventure, unconstrained, thrill-seekers, spontaneous  

The Number 5s are free-spirited adventurers. They need variety and excitement in their lives. 
They are charismatic and make friends easily. They are also one of the best hosts in numerology 
because they get along well with most people and want to make everyone feel comfortable. 
However, they are unconstrained by traditional rules and don’t often conform to the norms of 
society. Freedom is important to them, so they don’t do well in 9-5 jobs, preferring careers where 
they can keep learning new things and have constant mental stimulation. They are highly 
adaptable and can deal well with change.  

 

Number 6 – The Nurturer 
Keywords: harmony, creative, homemakers, nurturers, comforting, supportive 

The Number 6s are nurturers and caregivers. Harmony is important to them and they strive to 
achieve it in all aspects of their lives. They take pride in their home and family, and can be very 
creative homemakers and interior designers. They also tend to be very independent and want to 
have things done a certain way. In the home, in social settings, or at work – no matter if they are 
the child or the parent, the newcomer or long-time member of a social group, the boss or the 
employee – they are the ones who take care of, support, and comfort everyone around them.  
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Number 7 – The Truth-Seeker 
Keywords: faith, analytical, skeptical, loners, introspective, contemplative, psychics, philosophers 

The Number 7s are truth-seekers. They are introspective and contemplative loners. They need 
their occasional quiet time alone, away from everyone, which can make them seem aloof and 
standoff-ish. They are private people and take a lot of time to open up to others. They are 
constantly in search of truth and spiritual faith, and are among the most skeptical people. 
However, they are skeptics because they want the truth, and if they find it, they can become the 
most devout of believers. 

 

Number 8 – The Businessperson 
Keywords: financial security, business, executives, workaholics, material success, accomplishment 

The Number 8s are the businesspeople and executives of the world. They get things done, and is 
one of the most hardworking energies in numerology. Material success and accomplishment are 
important to them, and they can become workaholics in pursuit of success. One of the biggest 
themes for the number 8 is achieving financial freedom and security. They often become 
millionaires, but as there is a dual nature to the number 8, they can often become bankrupt too. 
The good news is that money comes easily to them, and the energy of the number 8 is constantly 
moving, so they are able to bounce back just as easily. 

 

Number 9 – The Humanitarian  
Keywords: generous, leaders, compassionate, creative, selfless 

The Number 9s are the humanitarians. They truly want to make a difference and save the world. 
It is important to them to leave the world a better place than when they found it. They are leaders 
by example, and their magnetism and sincerity attract many followers. They are selfless, 
generous, and compassionate, and can be extremely creative in finding solutions to problems. 
They can also become jaded with all the problems they see in the world, and often feel the weight 
of the world on their shoulders.  
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Understanding the Numerology Chart 
Now we apply the number meanings to a numerology chart. Remember that the energies and 
meanings of the numbers always stay the same and never change no matter where you see them. 
The only thing that changes is how they manifest. 

 
Let’s look at the numerology chart for Elizabeth Jones again: 

 

Life Path Number 9 

Birth Day Number 7 

Attitude Number 3 

-  

Soul Number 4 

Personality Number 3 

Power Name Number 7 

-  

Destiny Number - 

Intensity Number(s) 3 & 7 
 

The Life Path Number and the Soul Number are usually the most dominant energies in an 
individual’s chart, but in this case, we will have to take into account the energies of the Intensity 
Numbers as well.  
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Let’s start with each of the numbers one at a time.  

Life Path Number: 9  

Elizabeth’s life purpose is to make a difference and help other people. She needs to feel that 
her work has meaning and that she is doing her part to enrich the world. 
 

 

Birth Day Number: 7 

Elizabeth’s gift is that she has an analytical and discerning nature. Her strong faith and beliefs 
inspires others and helps her to carry on when things get difficult. 
 

 

Attitude Number: 3  

Elizabeth appears as friendly and approachable. She likes to make people laugh and want 
them to feel comfortable around her. 
 

 

Soul Number: 4 

Elizabeth’s personal and spiritual needs are to feel safe and secure, and be assured that her 
family’s needs are taken care of. She also needs a sense of structure and organization in her 
daily life.   

 

Personality Number: 3 

Elizabeth wants others to see her as friendly and approachable.  In this case, her Attitude 
Number is the same as the Personality Number, so what you see is what you get.  
 

 

Power Name Number: 7 

Elizabeth’s faith and beliefs are her strengths, but they are also hard-earned lessons in her 
life. They are strong because they have been tried and tested throughout her life. 
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Destiny Number: N/A  

N/A 
 
 

 

Intensity Number(s): 3 & 7 

Elizabeth’s personal and spiritual needs are to feel safe and secure, and be assured that her 
family’s needs are taken care of. She also needs a sense of structure and organization in her 
daily life.   
 

 

 

In the following workbook, we will analyze your personal numerology chart and the meanings of 
each of the numbers and their energies as it pertains to you. You can also print as many copies 
of the workbook as needed and practice on your friends and family.  
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WORKBOOK 

Analyzing the Numerology Chart 
Charting Your Personality with Numerology 
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The Numerology Chart 
 

Name: _____________________________ 

Birthday: _____________________________ 

 

 

 

Personal Numerology Chart 

Life Path Number  

Birth Day Number  

Attitude Number  

- - 

Soul Number  

Personality Number  

Power Name Number  

- - 

Destiny Number  

Intensity Number  
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Life Path Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Life Path Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Birth Day Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Birth Day Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Attitude Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Attitude Number:  
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Soul Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Soul Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Personality Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Personality Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Power Name Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Power Name Number:  
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If applicable 

Destiny Number:  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Destiny Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Intensity Number (1) :  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Intensity Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Intensity Number (2):  ___ 
 

Meaning of the Intensity Number:  
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Intensity Number (3):  ___ 

 

Meaning of the Intensity Number:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Additional Notes: 
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This free mini course is only the beginning of a larger Numerology course. The
Charting Your Personality with Numerology course is my newest course, and will be
launching August 27th, 2018. If you enjoyed this mini course and would like to
continue learning more about the numbers, visit mynasmoon.teachable.com for more
information and to sign up for the course. 

Numbers have energies, and many of us define ourselves by our names and
birthdays. So it shouldn't come as a surprise that the numbers in our birthdays, and
even our names - once you realize they can be calculated too - would give us a
glimpse into our personalities and who we are as people. 

In the Charting Your Personality with Numerology course, we will be learning how to
calculate a personal numerology chart, the meanings and energies of the numbers,
the energy interactions between the numbers, and more!  

The more you understand how the energies of the numbers influence your life, the
more proactive you can be in learning how to use and work with those energies,
instead of fighting and working against them. 

My aim for this course is to share this information in the hopes that it will help you
learn to use the numbers for your benefit and for the benefit of those whom you
share it with.

Visit mynasmoon.teachable.com for more information and to sign up for the course. 

https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/
https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/
https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/
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The Moon Magic Releasing Course is an 11-
day journaling course for releasing all the
negativity and fears that have been holding
us back, and that we do not want in our lives
anymore, followed up with affirming the
things we do want more of in our lives. This
is a powerful course that will help you to let
go of all the negativities of the past and say
goodbye to 2017 on a deeper level, so that
you may move forward towards 2018 with
more confidence and happiness. 

“I just finished your Moon Magic Releasing course and wanted to let you know how much I 
loved it!!!!! I am usually not all that good about doing something specific every day but I got 
hooked on your course right away and couldn’t wait to see your daily email in my inbox. It has 
brought about some profound moments for me and I feel like a huge weight has been lifted off 
my shoulders. I needed this so very much. Thank you, thank you, thank you, I am so grateful 
that I found you. Love & light & all that is good coming your way! xx” – Bine Pe

This course consists of three parts: 

Day 1: Welcome and prayer/ritual of intention. 
Days 2 to 8: 7 days of releasing fears and negativity exercises. 
Days 9 to 11: 3 days of affirmation and preparation for a fresh start focusing on what
we want more of.

Praise

You might also be interested in two of my other courses featured below. More courses
are currently being developed so visit MynasMoon.com for more information or to sign
up for my newsletter for updates and more.

Visit mynasmoon.teachable.com for more information and to sign up for the course. 

https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/p/moon-magic-release
http://mynasmoon.com/
https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/
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In Charting Your Future with Tarot & Numerology, we will be focusing specifically on
looking at the Universal Year Numbers and your Personal Year Numbers, the
influence they have in your lives, and what you can do about them. We will be
looking in depth into the meanings of those numbers, their tarot correspondences
and meanings.  

You’ll be able to look back at significant events in your life and see how the energies
of those numbers manifested for you previously, and you’ll also be able to chart your
future based on these numbers. This course will help you envision and plan your
future with more clarity and focus with the help of the numerological energies. You
will also be able to uncover your life cycles and themes, discover strengths and
weaknesses, and take charge of your own life.  

“I recently completed your course in the Tarot Summer School and I just had to send you an 
email to tell you how much I enjoyed it! You provided such great information in an easy to 
understand format! I'm finding that many of my major life events and life changes 
corresponded quite accurately with the Universal Year Numbers combined with my Personal 
Year Numbers. Very eye opening! Thank you!! The information is already helping me 
understand the Tarot cards more and is also helping me understand how numerology has 
such a profound effect on our lives. Again, just so interesting! Thank you again for taking the 
time to research and put this class together. I just loved it!” – Dawn Hessler

Praise
Visit mynasmoon.teachable.com for more information and to sign up for the course. 

https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/p/charting-your-future
https://mynasmoon.teachable.com/
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